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Messagefrom the President

The rhythms of the academic calendar are unique and unmistakable. Every fall, the academ
ic year begins with a new class of entering students and the promise of new challenges and
achievements. And every spring, the year comes to a close with celebrations of accomplish
ment and the ceremonies of Baccalaureate and Commencement as yet another graduating
class moves on from Bridgewater to new horizons. As special and wonderful as these begin
nings and endings truly are, what makes BC such an extraordinary academic community is
all that transpires between those beginnings and endings.

There are many ways to think about the transformative teaching and learning that occur
here everyday. The explosion of knowledge in all the disciplines creates challenges for faculty
and students: the total store of human knowledge may be doubling every couple of years, but
the academic year isn't getting any longer! It is impossible today to build an undergraduate
education around the simple transmission of"facts"-there is simply too much information
out there for that model to work. In fact, though, that has probably been the case for a very
long time. And fortunately, that notion of education has never been the focus here at BC. To
be sure, there is a good deal of information with which our students must become acquaint
ed, but we have long believed that our mission is to prepare students for the entirety of their
lives, and that cannot be done by simply memorizing information that is currently available.
We are committed to the principles of liberal arts education in which students nurture the habits of mind and the intellectu
al inquisitiveness-drawn from all the disciplines-that will form them into life-long learners. Long after today's textbooks are
rendered obsolete, BC graduates will have the tools necessary to develop meaning in a changing world, and address challenges
that we can scarcely imagine today. We strive to develop in our students the creativity and analytical skills that will serve as the
framework into which new discoveries and new perspectives will be incorporated throughout their lives. And opportunities to
do just that are present all around us.
In this issue of Bridgewater, you'll read about just a few of the ways in which our students and faculty experience an atmo
sphere of exploration on campus-and how that has led some of our graduates to careers in research in which the skills of
imagination and analysis are changing our understanding of the world around us.
I hope you enjoy the stories you'll read here, and, more than that, I hope you'll begin to glimpse the depth and breadth of
teaching and learning that goes on here throughout the academic year.

s�w�
W ith best regards,

David W Bushman, Ph.D.
President
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Two Bridgewater College alumni received 201 S Ripples So

The College honored three alumni at its College Awards

ciety Medals during Alumni Weekend April 17-19, and three

Ceremony on May 3.

alumni were honored for their achievements and humani

The Distinguished Alumnus Award was presented to Ira

tarian service at the College Awards Ceremony on May 3.
At the annual banquet of the Ripples Society on April 17,
Dr. Allen M. Clague Jr. 'SO and Marion E. Mason '53,
received the 2015 Ripples Society Medals. The Ri pples

Gregory Peters 74. The Young Alumnus Award was
presented to Philip A. Fisher Rhodes '06, and the West
Whitelow Humanitarian Award was presented to Kimberly
A. Kirkwood '83.

Society comprises alumni who graduated from the College
SO or more years ago. The class of 1965 was inducted into
the Society that evening.

Kimberly A. Kirlmood '83

Ripples medals
awaiting the
induction of the
Class of 1965.

BRIDGEWATER
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Three Faculty Honored
at Founder's Day
Bridgewater College celebrated 135 years of its
founding on April 7, presenting three awards during
the convocation in Nininger Hall. President David
W. Bushman recognized three faculty members for
excellence in teaching and scholarship.
Dr. Larry C. Taylor, associate professor of music and de
partment chair, received the Faculty Scholarship Award; Dr.
Julia Centurion-Morton, an associate professor of Spanish
and chair of the department of world languages and cultures,
received the Martha B. Thornton Faculty Recognition Award;
and Dr. Brandon D. Marsh, an assistant professor of history,
was awarded the Ben and Janice Wade Outstanding Teaching
Award.
The annual Founder's Day observance at Bridgewater com
memorates the April 3, 1 854, birth of Flory, who in 1880 at
the age of26 began a new school at Spring Creek in Rocking
ham County. The school, first known as Spring Creek Normal
School, moved to Bridgewater two years later and changed its
name to Bridgewater College on July 12, 1889.

Dr. Julia Centurion-Monon, an associate
professor of Spanish and chair of the department
of World Languages and Cultures, has taught
language courses and Latin American literature
and culture at Bridgewater since2003. A native
of Peru, she came to the United States as an ex
change student and graduated from Georgetown
University with honors and a doctoral degree.
Dr. Centurion-Morton believes that students should express themselves without fear of
criticism, prejudice or ridicule. In her beginning
Spanish classes, she encourages students to share
their opinions; she, in tum, shares stories of her
own experiences learning English, and shows that
barriers may be overcome by tenacity, persever
ance and humor.
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Dr. Larry C. Taylor has taught piano, organ, music
theory and history at Bridgewater since 2003. He said
that when he studied music as a college student, he was
fortunate to have long, one-on-one sessions with his
teachers, talking about music, and that he ended up as a
college faculty member because he "didn't want the con
versations about music to stop."
But teaching is only one of the ways in which Dr.
Taylor-who holds a doctor of musical arts degree in
organ from the University of Cincinnati-shares his
enthusiasm for music. His musical compositions include
two operas, and his many public performances include
providing organ accompaniment to the silent films of
Buster Keaton and Charlie Chaplin. Additionally, he tries
to do at least one full program every year.

Dr. Brandon D. Marsh - "I view teaching as a holistic endeavor that
includes classroom instruction, a robust scholarly research agenda
that complements my teaching, and service that is specifically student
centered;' said Dr. Marsh. "For me, no component of my career can be
separated from the work I do with our undergraduates."
Dr. Marsh holds a doctorate in British Imperial history from The
University of Texas at Austin and has taught at Bridgewater since2009.
He is the author of Ramparts o_[Empire: British Imperialism and India's
Afghan Frontier, 1918-1948 (see book review on page 14).
W ithin the classroom he creates a rigorous and comprehensively aca
demic experience for students that challenges their ingrained assump
tions and fosters thoughtfulness through the study of history. For Dr.
Marsh, this approach represents the very core of a liberal arts education.
He also stresses the need to examine the past on its own terms, and
conveys the feeling for an era and its people through lecture, various
forms of media, analysis of primary source documents, and in-depth,
multiple-draft, primary source-driven research papers.

acrossthemall

Bridgewater College, ongoing mi.,ion to
achieve environmental rustainability has ea.med
it a place in the20 IS Princet•n Revkw Guide t•

3 53 Green C.lleg,s.
The guide profile, colleges with the mo,t ex,
ceptional commitments to sustainability based
on their academic offering, and career prepara,
tion for students, campus pol icie� initiatives
and activities.
The Princeton Review, which operate,in 41
states md 22 countties, is a standardized test
preparation and adrni,sion, con,ulting compa
n� It imot ,ffi]iated with Princeton University
or the Educational Testing Service.
The New York City-based education ,ervice,
company ,elected Bridgewater based on data
from a 2014 rurvey of college adrnini,trator,
that asked about the College, ru,tainabtlity
relatedpoliciet practice, and program,. A"e",
ingmorethan2S data pointt The Princeton
Review tallied Green Rating ,core, for nearly

900 institution,, and admitted only 353 to the
guide,
Bridgewater', Green Rating i, 84. The high,
est po,sible ,core is 99,
Environmental achievements at Bridgewater
that were considered by The Princeton Review
include the
integra,
tion of

,ustainabil,
ityinto the
academic
Ctn'ticulum�
creation
of the
Center for

l

Sus tainab ility� earning national recognition
for completing the SustainabilityTraclcing ,
A,se,,rnent and Rating System, program;
in,talling an electric-vehicle charging station;
and completing a comprehensive energy audit
ofcarnpu, butlding,.
"Thi, recognition by The Princeton Review
is due to the collaborative nature of our com-
munit� and its commitment to environment al
steward,hip and ru,tain ability initiativet" said
TeshomeMohlenge. director of the college,
Center for Su,tainability, "Sustainabilityi<
steadtlygrowing in importance and is be,
ing integrated into the mainstream of higher
education strategy-,o we are doing the right
thing."

TOP: One cf the College's

e/ectTi: utHity .,,,ic/es.

BOTlOM:Hay/Ey Lbyd '16,
of Olarbtte, N.C,col/ects

The Princeton Review tallied Green Rating scores

for nearly 900 institutions, and admitted only 353 to

.1

rec.-,;lhg as partd a,e
ciBrog/Mlater�rrony
sustai>ability initiatives.

The highest possible score Is 99.

Environmental ,cience major Ronald
Mongold' IS is ,hown with the 'tiny
house"he helped erectnear Fort Defiance.
Va,. a, part of an internship with Uhler &
Company-an IV}\ Va,,based buildingfurn.

Mongold, whoi,from
Bridgewater, Va,. said
the house was built
with the environrnent
in mind. It is inrulated
using 'Pray-in foam.
which completely
seal, the "thermal
envelope'' -i.e.,
the door, and
window; and the
house uses an
energy-recovery
ventilation
(ERV)which
uses the exhaust
fr= the house to
treat the air coming into the home.
"Dwing the warmer ,easont the ,y,tern
pre-cool, and dehurnidifiet while humidi,
fying and pre,heatingin the cooler season,:•

said Mongold. "The benefit of using ERV
i, the ability to meet energy and ventila,
tion ,tandard,, whileirnprovingindoor air
quality and reducing the need for an HVAC
,y,tern."
The house al,o features double -p aned
window, filled with Argon, which doem'.t
allow energy to pm through as easily as do
traditional window,. The 'tiny house" al,o
has manyplantt including a herb garden.
which increase, the quality of the air inside
the house.
Mongold ,aid the company began cutting
lumber for the housein2013, and it was
milled and dried for ,ever al month, after
that. Mongold, workonthe house toolc
about a year. He coordinated hi, own intern,
ship, which ran through the fall and 'Pring
semester, ofthe2014, l S academic year.
A'i010S b)' Hol� �nah ue '14

BRIDGEWATER
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Shawn Postiglione Named Head Men's Basketball Coach
Cun Kendall, director of athletics, has
announced the hiring ofShawn Posti
glione as the new head men's basketball
coach.

Postiglione has eight years of experience
as a Division I and III assistant, and over
the past five seasons in Division III his
teams have compiled a winning percent
age of77 . 5 and claimed three conference
championships.
Kendall chaired a selection committee
that included Bridgewater staff and two
members of the Eagles' Athletic Hall of
Fame-Dr. Jim Opperman, class of1968
and Dan Rush, class of1995.
Postiglione just completed his first year
as an assistant at Old Dominion Athletic
Conference rival Randolph-Macon Col
lege. The Yellow Jackets achieved a No. 1
national ranking during the season, won
the ODAC championship and reached the
NCAA Elite Eight.
Postiglione was an assistant coach at
Christopher Newport University for four
seasons from 2010-11 through 2013-14.
The Captains compiled an 82-29 record

over that time, achieving USA South cham
pionships and NCAA tournament bids in
2011-12 and 2012-13.
After interning with the Wagner College
men's and women's basketball teams in the
summer of2007 and ser ving one year as a
men's student assistant, Postiglione became
an assistant coach for his alma mater's
Division I program in 2008. He spent two
seasons in that role, with Wagner reaching
the Northeast Conference (NEC) quar
terfinals in 2008-09. The Seahawks were
23-8 and played in the NEC semifinals
in Postiglione's year as a student assistant
(2007-08).
Postiglione attended both Lafayette and
New York University before graduating
summa cum /,aude from Wagner in 2008.
After completing his undergraduate degree
in three years, he earned his M.B.A. from
Wagner in December 2009.

Alvin and Ellen Walbridge Family Bridgewater College has been home and alma
mater to generations of family members. Parents, chi Idren, grandchildren, great-grand
chi Idren-there's just something about Bridgewater that keeps 'em coming here. While
neither Alvin nor Ellen Walbridge attended Bridgewater College, all five of their children
did, as well as a number of grand
children. Alumni pictured in the
photograph are:
BACK ROW (L-R):SuzanneSchall Bowdle

'90; Carol Walbridge Goss '15; Chelsea Goss
'10; Tyler Goss '13; Brendan Faw'll;Sandy
Walbridge Faw '86; Chris Schall (attended
'81-'88); Gene Walbridge '15; Tiffany Nelson
Mccann'0/;NathanMcCann '00; Barbara
Walbridge Mccann '69; Larry Mccann '10

FRONT ROW (L-R):Nancy Hildebrand '60;
Ellen Walbridge (family matriarch); Bob
Schall '62; Lois WalbridgeSchall '63
PICTURED IN FRAME ON TABLE AT
RIG HT: Rachel McCann '04

Want a chance to be a legacy family for this
space in the magazine? It's easy. Gather
the Bridgewater College graduates in
your family, take a high resolution (1 MB
or larger) photo, and email it to us with a
description of who's in the picture. You can
submit legacy family photos to cculbert@
bridgewater.edu.
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Twenty students from Bridgewater College and nine young

1.

adults from Pennsylvania's Juniata College are spending their

spring break in Athens, dismanrling a North Marion Street home
char has been condemned by rhe city.

II "If you don't take time

for your people, you
will soon find they will not

take time for you. I'm here
to tell you that this con
nection to your people is
the most important secret
in an effective leader."

Gen. Philip
Breedlove,
"General Speaks at
Bridgewater About
NATO's Evolving
Role"

Daily News-Record

Jan.29,2015

II

Quick: How do you attract six times more applicants to your

2.

Randy Hook,
"A Community
Gathering to
Prevent Depression
and Suicide"
WMRA
March 26,2015

3.

"Athens Becoming
Spring Break
Destination"

$6 billion international home ownership brand? That's one
of the questions Bridgewa

ter College students will
answer for Augusta County
businesses during assistant
professor Maria Lugo's

The News Courier
(Athens, Ala.)

entrepreneurship class.

March 20,2015
4.

II

"We do appreciate our legislators' efforts to protect the
victims of sexual assault. At the end of the day, those are the
people we are all working together to protect:'

Staunton News
Leader
Feb 25,2015

5.

II "I see so many young II
people who just feel
like they have to do it
alone, and we're just not

built for it as humans. We

are not built to do this
thing called life alone,
and we need others:'

"Although saving rhe Union and ending slavery assured

Roy Ferguson,
"Debate Goes On
Over Sex Assault
Bills"

Daily News-Record

March 3,2015

Lincoln historical significance, his model for leadership should

continue to inspire new generations of Americans:'

"Bridgewater
Students Offer
Marketing
Makeover"

6.

Phillip C. Stone,
"A Virginian Looks at
Abraham Lincoln"

Roanoke Times

fl

"Sustainability is steadily
growing in importance
and is being integrated into the
mainstream of higher education
strategy-so we are doing the
right thing:'

Feb. 8, 2015

7.

Teshome
Molalenge,
"Bridgewater
College Named
One of353 Green
Colleges by
Princeton Review"

Augusta Free Press
April 22,2015

BRIDGEWATER
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BC Goes 'Downton'
By Charles Culbertson

The hit PBS television show "Downton Abbey" and life in the
Edwardian era not only provided inspiration for one ofthe most
popular exhibitions ofall time in the Alexander Mack Memorial
Library, but also gave three Bridgewater College students a unique
opportunity for historical investigation and scholarship.
Co-curating "BC Goes Downton: Life Here and Across the
Pond from 1900-19 20" with special collections librarian Stephanie
Gardner were Morgan Pendleton ' l 5, a history major from Grot
toes, Va.; Robyn Temple ' 15, a history major from Mechanicsville,
Va.; and Charlotte McIntyre, a sophomore business administration
major from Street, Md.
The exhibition-which was launched AlumniWeekend with
costumed interpretations, a catered tea and even a period dance
lesson-gave an initial nod to the Edwardian era as portrayed in
"Downton Abbey;' but evolved to explore life in Bridgewater, as
well.
Three spheres oflife were examined: those ofa Bridgewater
household, a Bridgewater College student and a WorldWar I sol
dier. Edwardian and post-Edwardian items from the College's Re
uel B. Pritchett Museum, as well as archives and photographs from
Bridgewater College Special Collections, anchored the exhibition.
Artifacts on display included a set ofregional calling cards and
trade cards, a stoneware jug from the early Bridgewater College
dining hall, Edwardian era china used in Bridgewater, vintage
clothing, popular World War I sheet music and items carried by
World War I soldiers.
"We especially enjoyed connecting with early 20th century
Bridgewater College students, administrators and faculty by view
ing photographs ofthese people, reading about them in archived
College publications and examining items that they owned and
created;' said Gardner. "Many ofus are 'Downton Ab bey' fans, and
I think visitors enjoyed how the elegance ofthe Edwardian era was
incorporated into this display."
Researching the period turned up a few surprises for the stu
dents-not easy to do for history majors and, in McIntyre's case,

8
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someone who
enjoys 18th- and
19th-century re
enacting. One of
the nuggets un
earthed was that
of l 06 Bridgewa
ter students who
enlisted or were drafted
to serve in WorldWar I,
only three died. Only one
ofthose three-Carey
Miller-actually gradu
ated ( 1912).
The students also dis
covered, not surprisingly,
that the Brethren-based
Bridgewater commu
nity struggled with the
morality ofgoing to war.
So strong was the pacifist
influence ofthe Brethren that the denomination at
Bridgewater even turned its back
on the sport offootball until
1925, well after the end ofthe
war.
"This is one ofthe most in
depth exhibitions we' ve done in
terms ofmaterial gathered and
the presentations we gave;' said
McIntyre. "We're hoping this
can become a new standard for
exhibitions at the College."

ABOVE, TOP: The grand o pening

ofthe "BC to Downton" exhibition
in the Alexander Mack Memo
rial Library included a musical
performance by Zelli e Wothers, a
sophomore from Sykesville, Md.,
and a costume contest.
ABOVE: Charlotte McIntyre '17
conducts research for the exhibi
tion, w hi le Morgan Pendleton '15
and Robyn Temple '15 work on
one of the displays.
Photos I:>; Charles Culbertson
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BC Convocation Series Hosts Variety of Well-Known Speakers
by Angela Taldone '1 S

LEFT: G eneral Philip Breedlove, NATO supreme allied commander for Europe and commander ofU.S. European Command;MIDDLE, TOP:Jerry Greenfield, co
founder ofBen &Jerry's Homemade Ice Cream Inc.; MIDDLE, BOTTOM: Maggie Stiefvater, author of the best-selling Shiver trilogy; RIGHT: Piper Kerman, author of
Orange is the New Black: My Life in a Women's Prison

From best-selling authors to business leaders and a four-star Air
Force general, the convocation series at Bridgewater College hosted
a variety of renowned speakers this spring. Each of these speakers
shared personal experiences and advice that most, if not all, of the
audience members could find relatable and inspirational.
General Philip Breedlove, NATO supreme allied commander
for Europe and commander of US. European Command, spoke
about leadership and how decisions are made, using former
president and World War II Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, who
helped craft the June 6, 1944 invasion of Nazi-held Europe, as a key
example.
Author of Orange is the New Black: My Lift in a Womens Pn'son,
Piper Kerman, shared her story of being incarcerated for a crime
that she had committed 10 years prior. She encouraged audience
members to "advocate long and hard for the institutions that make
us happy" and "make communities vibrant." Kerman's memoir in
spired the Netflix original series of the same name by Jenji Kohan.
Maggie Stiefvater, author of the best-selling Shiver trilogy
Shiver, Linger and Forever-as well as The Scorpio Races and The
Raven Boys, won over the audience with her humor and honesty
throughout her stories. Sharing a story about various rejections
early on in her life, Stiefvater said, "I wouldn't be standing in from
of you today. I would be doing something entirely different." She
encouraged the audience to adopt the same mindset by saying,
"When someone says no to you, it just means not yet."
Bridgewater College alumnus and president of Aramark Leisure,
Bruce Fears, returned to BC for the Scott Symposium on Busi
ness Ethics. Fears illustrated five specific cornerstones of integrity:
trustworthiness, honesty, fairness, respect for others and authen
ticity. Fears explained, "Building a reputation of integrity takes

years, but sometimes, it only takes a second to lose. Start building
your foundation now as you prepare to become the leaders of your
generation, and wake up every day protecting that foundation that
you've built ... Most importantly, lead with integrity."
Jerry Greenfield, co-founder of Ben &Jerry's Homemade Ice
Cream Inc., treated the audience wit h his business philosophy,
as well as free samples of ice cream following his convocation.
Describing his various successes and failures, Greenfield shared his
philosophy on how businesses should address environmental and
social issues while serving the community. Defending this philoso
phy, he said, "There's a spiritual aspect to business. As you give, you
receive."

Building a reputation
of integrity takes years,
but sometimes, it only
takes a second to lose.
Start building your
foundation now as you
prepare to become
the leaders of your
generation, and wake
up every day protecting
that foundation that
you've built.
- BRUCE FEARS'74
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BRIDGEWATER GRADUATES 361 AT COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES:

Stone Urges Grads to Strengthen
Their Core Values

A

s Bridgewater College's graduating seniors and their families celebrated
on the campus mall Saturday, May 16, President Emeritus Phillip C.

Stone urged the 361 graduates to retain, nurture and strengthen their core
values.

Stone, a practicing attorney with the Stone Law Group, is a 1965 graduate of

Bridgewater who served as the College's president from 1994 to 2010. During his
tenure, enrollment nearly doubled and the campus underwent major construction and
improvement projects. He also proposed the Personal Development Portfolio program
and oversaw the establishment of new scholarships, the hiring of top-notch faculty and
improvements in technology.
His address, titled "Missing Pieces;' noted that the process of developing one's life
and character is like building a mosaic one piece at a time.
"Our lives constitute a mosaic, which will be built over a lifetime;' he said. "At the
end oflife, there will likely be pieces still missing from our mosaic, things undone,
errors made and failures ofone sort or another. Missing pieces will not unduly detract
from the mosaics of our lives if the missing pieces are not from the core of our mosaic."
The core, he continued, is made up offundamental values without which the mosaic
can never be truly beautiful and complete. Stone said that integrity, empathy for others,
loyalty, accountability and humility are among those most fundamental values, and
that if any of those are missing in the core oflife's mosaic, it fails entirely.
"All the pieces surrounding the absent spots cannot compensate for pieces missing
from the core;' he said.
Among the 361 students in the Class of2015, 78 earned bachelor ofarts degrees and
242 earned bachelor of science degrees. The College's president, Dr. David W. Bush

man, conferred the degrees at the ceremony.
Eighteen members ofthe class graduated summa cum Laude-the top academic
honor that requires students to achieve at least a 3.9 grade point average on a 4.0 scale.
Thirty-six graduates earned magna cum Laude honors-a 3.7 or better average. Cum

Laude honors, requiring a 3.4 grade point average, were earned by 54 graduates.
Father Lawrence M. Johnson '75, a Roman Catholic Priest of the Archdiocese of
Baltimore and director of Pastoral Care at Stella Maris, Inc., in Timonium, Md., deliv
ered the message at the baccalaureate service on May 15 on the campus mall. The topic
of his address was "Who Do You Say That I Am?"
Fr. Johnson graduated in 1983 from St. Mary's Seminary and University and holds a
baccalaureate in sacred theology and a master of divinity degree. He received the Young
Alumnus award from Bridgewater in 1992, serves on the board of directors oflhe
MedStar Good Samaritan Hospital ofMaryland, Good Samaritan Housing and the
board of trustees of Bridgewater College. He is also the director of the AIDS Interfaith
Network of Central Maryland.

"Our lives constitute a mosaic,

which will be built over a
lifetime ... At the end of life,
there will likely be pieces still
missing from our mosaic, things
undone, errors made and failures
of one sort or another. Missing
pieces will not unduly detract
from the mosaics of our lives if
the missing pieces are not from
the core of our mosaic."
- PHILLIP C. STONE

In his years at Stella Maris, Fr. Johnson has worked with countless patients, residents
and families facing end-of-life issues. In both the hospice and long-term care settings,
the issues of care, comfort and end oflife decision making continue to be a challenge
for patients and family members.
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eeking to publicly enumerate and showcase these achiev
ers and their work, the College in April initiated its first
Arts, Scholarship, Performance, Innovation and Research
Excellence (ASPIRE) program. From April 26 to May 4,
Bridgewater featured 83 faculty and student exhibitions,
presentations and performances that highlighted and celebrated
scholarship.
"Commitment to the liberal arts at Bridgewater College means
more than just a diverse curriculum;' said President David W
Bushman. "It means a commitment to the very best in the teacher
scholar model for our faculty, who maintain their excellence in the
classroom by continuing to engage their disciplines in scholarly
work outside the classroom. And they model this intellectual
curiosity for students,
''As mentors and colleagues:' he continued, "our faculty invite
students to engage in that work as well-resulting in the excep
tional quality and diversity ofactivity on display during our first
ASPIRE week."

Jackie McCabe ' 15, a French and biology double major from
Alexandria, Va., was one ofthe students participating in ASPIRE.
Her presentation-a cultural panel exploring illegal immigration
in France as seen through her film and cultural class with Dr. Chris
topher James-was centered on the film "Welcome." She discussed
how camera technique and various shots demonstrated the changes
in the relationship of the movie's two main characters: Simon and
Bilal, who migrate from an impersonal teacher/paying student
relationship to a father-son relationship.
"I find that presenting on films can be difficult when the major
ity of the audience hasn't seen the film, so I wasn't sure about how
the presentation would go over:' she said. "Fortunately, I think my
approach to the presentation worked well. I chose my topic so that
I could both discuss an aspect ofthe film and give the audience an
idea ofwhat it was about. I also used still shots rather than dips so
that the audience could focus on the placement and angles of the
shot, rather than the action or plot minutiae itsel£ "
McCabe, who also presented her honors research project at
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a poster session during the week. said she enjoyed seeing other
students present md discuss their ,cholarship. She s>id the process
of doing so went beyond just sharing md diocussingwork with the
Bridgewater community; it gave participants real-life practice for
presenting at conferences md other
public forums.
"I enjoyed the opportunity
'"The liber,l am curriculum is ,ll
to present at the ASPIRE about integration <i the different
eel ebrat ion...l I ove fTo/ disciplines, and I mv a lot of inter,
work, and it's always fun disciplinary discussion md conversa,
to share it with others. tion dwingASPIRE. which ! believe
indicates that it i s an event going in
Higher education is
the right direction for Brtdgewater:•
increasingly competitive, she said.
and Bridgewater needs to
CharlotteMcIntyre•I 7, of Street.
do everything reasonably Md., presente d "Institutionalizing
possible to p romote Childhood, Child Labor md Its
faculty scholarship. If we Reform in Victoiim England." bas,
ing her presentation on a term paper
fall behind in scholarship,
she wrote for Dr. BrandonMarsh's
our rivals benefit." History <iModern Biitain class.
- STEPHEN LONG ENECKER,
"1he trickypart was turning a 25,
THE EDWIN L TURNER
page paper into a 1O,to IS-minute
PROFESSOR Of HI STORY
presentation," she said. "I had to cut
the paper down to IO½ pages. This
memt that I reallyhad to reconsider mythesis and the most effec,
tive way to focus the main points,"
McIntyre s>id the process included meeting withMarsh sever,l
times to discuss how to refocus md condense without losing the
sense <i the research. She said she also had to convert the language
into a more straightforward and colloqui,l stje for the presenta,
tion.
"!t was a pleasure t o stmdup in Cole Hall md share a semes,
ter's worth of research with members <i the Brtdgewater College
communit)i' s>idMclntyre. who ,lso participated in the ASPIRE
poster session with her group f rom Survey <iBusiness. "I thor,
oughlyenjoyed being able to contribute to the research convoca,
tion and to ASPIRE. m d l am veryexcited about the success of
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Bridgewater Colleges firstASPIRE week.
':A.SPIRE," she concluded."is m outstmdingexhibition of
Bridgewater Colleges dedication to pr<iession,lism and liberal arts
excellence,"

Dr. Stephen Longeneclcer, the Edwin L. Turner Distinguished
Pr<iessor of HistOf)\ was one of a number of facultymembers who
presented during the week. His topic-"Ser'l'ing Two Kingdoms, A
Former Confederate Chaplain, Church md the Confederate Lost
Cause"-focused on Lachlan C. Vast who mmaged to balance his
service to the Confederacy md his racial views with service to God.
Vast who served as chaplain <i the famous Stonewall Brigade. went
on to become a Presbyterian pastor after the Wn'.
"I enjo)"d the opportunityto present at theASPIRE celebra,
tion;' said Longeneclcer. "llovemywork. md its alway, fun to
share it with others. Higher education is increasinglycompetitive,
m d Bridgewater needs to do ever}'thing reasonablypossible to
promote faculty ocholarship, If we fall behind i n ocholarship, our
riv,ls benefit:'
Performances dwingASPIRE included a concert bythe
Bridgewater College Symphonic Bmd. under the direction of Dr.
Chrtstine Carrillo, assistmt professor of music and director of
instrumental music. Two student conductors-Mirmda Fitzgerald
•IS of Verona, Va., md Jordan Haugh• 16 of H:edertck.Md .-were
featured. as was the premiere of the band arrangement of"Bridge,
water Fair" by Ephraim T. Hil debrmd.
Also on tap was a concert by the Bridgewater College Concert
Choir md Chorale, under the direction of Dr. JohnMcCart)\
assist mt professor of music, 1he choir was accompanied by Lacey
Johnson. m adjunct instructor <i music. Mirmda Fitzgerald con,
ducted a second time, md the concert also featured sever,l student
vocal md instrumental solos.
Gallery talks, research convocation� poster sessions and a Senior
Art Thesis exhibition rounded out a week packed with ,cholarship,
creativityand innovation.
"There exists a depth and breadth of engagement with research.
creative endeavors and ,cholarlywork here at Bridgewater that will
continue to blossom," said President Bushmm. �•1 am eager to see
what ASPIRE might look lilce in the years ahead:'

Testin
for change
by Kathie Dickenson

How research into risk communication
and health decision making became
r the fir for Sarah Evans )06 ►►►
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Although she d idn't realize it at the time, growing up with a father who worked in a nuclear energy
plant influenced the career path of Sarah Evans '06.
i

While her father talked about the safety of nuclear energy, her school friends asked quest ons like
"Does your dad glow in the dark?" Even then she was "fascinated b y the difference in the way experts
and lay people process risk:' says Evans. Later she realized the important role communication plays in
bridging the gap. Now her research in risk communication and health decision making helps change
people's lives for the better, one of the great rewards of her work.
A s senior scientist at ForsManh Group
in Axlington. Va., Evan, lead, research for
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration,
Center for Tobacco Productt the U.S.
D,p artrnent <i Agriculture and the Federal
EmergencyManagement Agency. Working
in tandem ,vith advertising agencies who
develop ad campaigns for the government,
her team•uole is to test strategic mdcre-
t wasn't until my
ative ad concept, for impact on behavior
junior year, when I took change.
For example, E van, has worked on
a research methods
several tobacco prevention and educ a-class with Dr. Melanie tion projects. One. under the FDA,f,11,
under their "real cost" campaign umbrell a.
Laliker, that I started to Under the USDA, she works on inform,
realize 'this is really what ing the public about invasive specie, to get
the fit is:" international travelers to think t\vice about
bringing produce and plants into the U.S.
- SARAH EVANS '06
from other countries.
The first st,p in such project,, says
Evant is to identify high-risk gr oup, and then, by analyzing data,
segment those into smaller and ,mailer group, to ,et target audi,
ences. After the ad agency develop, strategic conc,ptt Evan, and
her team test them on the target audiences,gaugingreactions
through focus group,. Next the agency develo p, cre ative concept,,
which the team then test,. Through a cycle of creating and testin&
revising and testing, the agency anives at a final adcampaign. Once
it', launched. Evan, and her team evaluate the campaigns real effect
on behavior change.
Before joining ForsMarsh. Evan, worked as assistant director of

"I

the University ofMaryland', Center for Risk Communication and
as a researcher at the W,ke Forest BaptistMedical Center and the
AAA Foundation for Tr>ffic Safety. Her current job is the first that
has ,fforded her the opportunity to work with ad agencies, and ,he
has noticed a ,mall shiftinher thinlcingfrorn a long,tirnefocu, on
quantitative research to a new appre:iation for qualitative methods.
Plu,, ,he say,. "I think some of the creativity of people I'm work,
ing with is rubbing off on me."She ,,;d she enjoy, "seeing an ad I
worked onin theMetro station."
When Evan, enrolled as a freshman at Bridgewater, she had an
idea ,he was interested in math and astronomy.
"I had no idea about communication." ,herecallt bU! through
the Honor, Program ,he met communication pr<ie ..orJeff Pierson
and took a course from him that piqued her interest. She leaned
toward joum,li,m. worked on the student newspaper and did an
internship with a local paper.
"It wasn't until my junior year, when I took a research method,
cla" with Dr.Melan ie Laliker, that I started to realize 'thi, i s really
what the fit i,:"
She earned two more degrees in commun ication, an M.A. from
W,ke Forest University and a Ph.D. from the University <iMary,
land. Both her thesis md dissertation were in risk communication�
she narrowed the focu, to health decision m,k;ng because she
felt it was an area in which she could have a positive influence on
people',lives.
Reward, <i the work include "worlcing with clients on i ssue,
they are passionate about," working with others toward a common
go,l and seeing how her research shapes the direction of the fin,l
product. Most rewardingis when ,he does a camprlgn ev,luation
and sees re,l change in people, behavior-change that benefit,
both individual people and the larger world.

Other work Evans is doing at Fors Marsh includes
internal research and development studies on implicit
research methods. Implicit methods measure automat
ic responses to advertising, as opposed to self-reported
responses obtained through foaJ s groups or surveys.
For instance, monitoring electrodermal activity, via
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fingertip electro des, measures automatic arousal as
subjects watch ads. Another implicit method is eye
tracking-observing where the eye goes when a
subject rea ds or watches an ad. Evans is studying when
and how to use implicit methods and whether they
result in value added to a campaign.

AN EXPERIMENT IN CLASSROOM SEATING

[xchonging seats

by Martha Bell Graham

hen is a chair more than a chair, a table more than a table?
Two professors and their students explored that question
W
when innovative furniture was installed in two classrooms
for several weeks last semester.
The "experiment" grew out ofBridgewater's ongoing facilities
assessment, said Kristy Rhea, director ofinformation technology,
who wondered iffurniture could improve learning. "We're always
evaluating how to best use the space we have;' Rhea said. "High
tech does that, but 'low-tech'
furniture does, too." She arranged
with a Charlottesville company to
test the furniture.
For Rhea, it was important to
place the furniture in two differ
ent disciplines. Moshe Khurgel,

"The tables could be set
up in traditional rows with
me as the focal point of
the room and they could
be rearranged into small
groups, a fuII-class circle, or
any arrangement conducive
to learning:'

associate professor ofbiology, and
Harriet "Betsy" Hayes, associate
professor ofsociology and Law
rence S. and Carmen C. Miller
Chair in Ethics, were eager to
participate.
Khurgel's McKinney Center
classroom was outfitted with two
person tables, which rolled and
-MOSHE KHURGEL
allowed students to reconfi gure the
classroom quickly. "The tables could be set up in traditional rows
with me as the focal point ofthe room;' Khurgel said. And they
could be rearranged into small groups, a full-class circle, or any ar
rangement conducive to learning.
Each table featured a detachable whiteboard for use in group
discussions. The whiteboards also attached vertically at each table's
midpoint for privacy during testing or individual work.
For Khurgel, the tables facilitated the kind of education he
values-students fully engaged in their own learning. He believes
such flexible classrooms can drive students toward active rather
than passive learning where students only sit and take notes.
For example, Khurgel said: "I might ask a question. W hat do you
think about this? Let's try answering it." Then, students could orga
nize into small groups to work on an answer. The ease with which

the classroom could be rearranged was impressive, he said.
Khurgel teaches human physiology, animal physiology and a
course he designed, the biology of human diversity. His ongoing
research centers on stem cells and limb regeneration in aquatic
salamanders called axolotls.
The furniture became an experiment in pedagogy, a topic in
which Khurgel is deeply engaged. "I really enjoy teaching;' he said,
"but more than that, I enjoy teaching well." Anything that enhances
learning, he said, is worth considering: "How do we create the best
learning environments?"
Hayes' sociology classroom in Bowman Hall was furnished dif
ferently, with ergonomically designed "bucket chairs" that offered
advantages over traditional classroom desks. In addition to quick
rearrangement like the tables, the rolling chairs featured desktops wide enough to hold laptops, notebooks and textbooks. "In
traditional chairs;' Hayes said, "students have something on their
lap and something on their desk, and they feel like halftheir stuff is
sort ofdripping."
The 'bucket' underneath each chair created space for students to
stow their belongings. Students were not tripping over backpacks,
dragging desks across the floor, and having to resettle each time
they rearranged the class, saving valuable class time.
For Hayes, who teaches sociology and first-year seminar and cur
rently co-directs the academic citizenship program, the furniture
became a study within a study. "We were examining group process;'
she said, "and one ofthe things that is dear in group process re
search is how important environment is."
Hayes said students realized they ofi:en sat in classrooms with
people whose names they never know. The furniture changed that.
"W ith the ability to move and face each other when people talked,
they identified faces and learned names faster . .. I think that's
profound;' she said.
Both Khurgel and Hayes found the furniture boosted learning
and their students agreed.
"Group communication;' wrote one student, "is no longer an
activity the professor constructs or imposes but is rather something
fostered naturally by the movement ofthe seats."
"The students thought the ergonomics of the chairs were bril
liant;' Hayes said. They worked equally well for lefi:-handed and
right-handed students and all body types-tall, short, heavy, small.
"Everybody found the chairs comfortable. My class ran for three
hours straight. They never got fatigued."
Hayes was also surprised to learn that students with attention
deficit disorder found the chairs helpful. 'Tm able to focus because
there's something else I can do with my body;' one wrote on feed
back forms. "Ergonomics;' Hayes said, "made them less distracted."
"The reality is that different students learn in different types of
environments, so having flexibility is key;' Hayes said. Tradition
ally, schools require students to fit in; now that's changing, and the
environment changes for the students.
"What was most powerful to me;' Hayes said, "was hearing
students talk about how it was transformative for them-and in a
place like Bridgewater that values community so much, it helped
them see community in the classroom. Ifthere's anything I try to
do as a professor, it's build community and ifthe furniture can help
me do that-all the better."
BRIDGEWATER
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Eng Iish? He co u Id ha rely s peak it. Home? It was 8 ,0 O O
mi le s away. Failu re? Not an o ption for a 17-year-old BC
student who would become one of the nation's top researchers.

MOSES CHAN:

A Life in the Lab
by Liisa Franzen

Phoro oourrest of Pennsyhtanb Srate Uniitersity
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oses Hung-Wai Chan '67, Evan Pugh Professor ofPhysics at Penn State University, smiles as
he recalls his days at Bridgewater College. The son ofa Lutheran minister, Chan traveled the
8,000 milesfrom Hong Kong by himselfat the age of 17.
"There were huge expectations for me;' he said. "I was the first Chinese person that many
in the Shenandoah Valley ever met."
As a freshman, Chan hap pily enrolled in the general physics class where Emeritus Professor Dale Ulrich
said his brilliance was evidentfrom the start. Although Chan first struggled with English, his drive and dedi
cation resulted in his graduating in just three years, which he achieved by taking a heavy load each semester,
and summer courses as well. When not busy in the lab or studying, Chan sang in the Chorale and was known
as one ofthe best poker players around.
Although lonely at times-there was no traveling, or
even phoning home during breaks-Chan is grateful for the
encouragement andfriendship he received from his many pro
fessors at Bridgewater, including Ulrich, Dean Royce Neher
(physics), Lowell Heisey (chemistry),John White (mathemat
ics) and David Metzler (religion). He also remembers with
fondness the numerous home-cooked dinners he enjoyed in
his professors' homes.
"The Bridgewater professors and their wives set an impossi
bly high standard as teachers and mentors for me to emulate;'
Chan said.
He also speaks with affection ofthe
parents ofhis roommate, Harold Furr '68.
Furr's parents welcomed him into their
home during college breaks and showed
him other kindnesses; Chan and Furr
remain closefriends today.
- MOSES HUNG-WAI CHAN '67
Since arriving at Penn State in 1979
(after getting his Ph.D. from Cornell in
1974), Chan has taught nearly 10,000
students and supervised the research of
40 undergraduates. He has mentored 20
doctoral and 20 postdoctoral scholars-roughly a third ofwhom he estimates has gone
on to become faculty members at research universities.
Chan's mentoring extends to undergraduates, too. Having experienced first-hand the
difference a good mentor can make to a student doing quality research, Chan welcomes
the idea ofhaving Bridgewater students work with him (In 2000, Bridgewater student
David Young '00 spent the summer in his lab). The most important qualification is that
they have an interest in his current research topic.
Chan's research examines fundamental questions about the effect ofquantum mechan
ics on matter near absolute zero (-273 Celsius or -459.67 Fahrenheit). At these extreme
temperatures, electric current and liquid helium, once set in motion, can flow forever and
never slow down.
Through the years Chan's work has garnered numerous awards and accolades. In 1996
he shared the prestigious Fritz London Memorial Prize for his many contributions to low
temperature physics. In 2000, Chan was elected to the National Academy ofSciences
where he continues to be heavily involved, working with other distinguished scholars to
provide the nation with independent, objective advice on matters related to science and
technology.
Chan himselfis a study in motion with his constant research, working with students, presenting at confer
ences and biannual trips to China. But it is evident that he thoroughly enjoys all ofit. He laughs off the
subject of retirement.
'Tm enjoying myselftoo much. Who wouldn't love to be paid to play games in the lab every day?"

I'm enjoying myself too

much. Who wouldn't love

to be paid to play games
in the lab every day?"
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Where Are They Now?
I

r--r---,

"I spend most of my time in front of the computer because I enjoy writing. rve written
many, many pieces-most of which are historic. I guess history and the present run
together for me:' - EMMERT s1n1NGER

LEFT: Bitthgerand his wfe,Esrher, pose with a
{Xlhchg depding rheElderJohn Klhe Uorsebxk
ROe, K4>kh he Kas insuumenralin organizhg.
BELOW:AbookshefnllEd w�h Bitti,ge,�p<b/;,t,ed

---hough Emmert Bittinger '45, lefthi, post as a sociology
profe"or and former sociology department chair nearly three
T
decade, ago, he continue, to embrace the life of a scholar.
Since retiring in 1988 after teaching for 25 iear• at Bridge ,
water, Bittinger has been able to indulge hi, passion for research
and w riting, focusing m uch ofhi, work on Clrurch of the Brethren
history and family history and genealogy.
"I spend most of my time in front of the computer because I
enj oy writing;• say, Bittinger, who will turn 90in September. Tve
mitten mm� many pieces-most of which are historic, I guess
history and the present run t ogether for
Bittinger has publi,hed 37 article, since retirement and writ,
ten or edited a number of boob as wel l . He was editor of the
six--volume series Uni'IIm:.'sts and the Ci'v,.'l J½ir Expen'ence i'n the
Shenand•ah Volley. a 12,year project of the Valley Research
A"ociates-a partnership between Bittinger, David Rode, and
Norman Wenger. The books recount the experiences and ancestry
of 300 families from Rockingham. Augusta and Shenandoah
counties whose farm, were occupied and ravaged by Union ,ol,
dier,, based on documents of the Southern Claim, Commission
found in the National Archives i n Washington, D.C. The final
volume was published in 2012.
Bittinger', father, the Rev. Foster Bittinger, was a Brethren pastor
andchurch historian who wrote the first history of the churches in
the West Marva District (encompassingcongregationsin western
Mar)iand andnortheastern West Virginia). Bittinger devoted 10
yem to updating hi, father', work nearly SO year, later, writing
descriptions of the congregations founding families and det>iling
their migrations from the ,hip pon, into the area. The resulting
book. .All;,gheny Passage, Chtmhes and Famik'es •fthe WestMa,oll(J,
District, was origimlly publi,hedin 1990 and revised and reprinted
in2010.
Bittinger also i s an admirer of Elder John Kline, an early Breth,
ren evangelist who lived in the Shenandoah Valley during the
1800, and made hi, mi"ion trip, to West Virginia on horseback
to preach. baptize and establish churches. An outspoken opponent
of davery who continued preaching during the Civil War, Kline

me:•

booki

eventually was lcilled by Confederate sympathizer,. A, a tribute
to Kline', contributiont Bittinger organized and led the First
Elder John Kline Bicentenni,l Horseback Ride into West Virginia
in 1997, with rider, traveling 1SO miles to visit some of Kline,
congregation,.
The ride is now an annu,l event, and theJohn KlineMemori,l
Riders gave the John Kline Homestead Hitching Post in honor of
Emmert and hi, wife. the former Esther Landi,•48.in2013.
'What', remarkable about the Church of the Brethren i s that
this tiny denomination. that was so scattered around. was able to
rurvive md prosper and grow into a great denomination." Bittinger
say,. "They had tremendous tenacity and l oyalty to their faith and
to their founder:•
Bittinger al,o has conductedextensive gendogical research on
various Brethren family groupt including his own and Esther',.
He, traced her family back to 1580 to their ship, of entr}\ covering
about 20 generations. Bittinger al,o has served on the Forum for
Religious Studies at Bridgewater and was editor of the Forum,first
publication of Brethren in Transition. He served on the commit,
tee to publish Dr. Francis Wayland', Bridgewater College: The Mst
Hundred Ytan.
Bittinger',workhas been recognized on sever,! occasion,. In
2001, he received the Sappington Award for Outstanding Ana,
baptist Research and Publication. He was named an Outstanding
Scholar of the �ar at the 72nd Annu,IMeeting of the Virginia
Soci,l Science, A"ociation in2000, recognized as an authority on
Church of the Brethren history and for authorship of boob and
article, on church history.
Retirement ,I,o has freed up time for the Bittinger, to travel, and
they have enjoyed several trip, to Europe. as well as Africa, Central
and South America. They ,I,o have participated in more than 30
Elderhostel, throughout the U.S. and abroad.
A survivor of a major heart attack andcolon cancer, Bittinger
has been an avid tennis player and still jog, a few day, each week.
He and Esther are active members of the Bridgewater Church of
the Brethren and have participated in volunteer activities with
Brethren Disaster Ministries and Habitat for Humanity.
BRIDGEWATER
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lhe Bridgewater Bookshelf

Books by the Bridgewater Community

Marsh Book Examines British Imperialism
on Afghan Frontier
Dr. B,andonMushwas a junior at Lewis
md Clark College when he participated in
the college, India Program. It was there, in
the fabled lmd that represents the world',
largest democ,
rac}\ that Marsh
UIIJ!• tU fl\ HIii
gained the
inspiration for
what
would be,
RAMPARTS OF EMPIRE
come hi, book
Rampo:rts ef
Empire: 'British
Imperialism and
Indias Aft,an
Fr,ntin, 19181948 (Palgr ave
Macmillm,
2015).
Marsh. who
is now an asso-
ciate professor
ofhistory md director <i the Flory Fellow,
program at Bridgewater, spent most <ihi,
junior year in India studying, of course,
but he also spent long period, trelclcingin
the 1-!irnalayas and developing an interest
in Indiis mountainous frontiers. "\(/hen he
went to the Thiversity of Texas for graduate
work. Marsh lmew he wmted to focus hi,
studies on India.
"I had m interest in the rise of Jndim
nationalism .tter World War I md I started
to delve into the archives in London md
Delhi to see what was there regardingthe
Himalaya, in the 1920, and '30� but I
found that there wasrit much of a stor)I"
saidMarsh. "Instead. when it c,rne to Brit,
ish concerns about Jndia,frontier� India,
wild North-West Frontier with Afghanistm
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was the real story."
book explores British attempts to isolate the
Marsh "id the British were obsessed
frontier from the rest <i India .tter World
War L the relationship between Indian
with the security <i the region md were
nationahsm and state smctioned violence in
convinced that the greatest threat to their
empire in India in this period c,rne from in, the region. md the significant connection
between British perception, about the Af,
vasion £rem Russia « Afghmistan. Neither
ghmfrontier and the collapse <i the British
threat e>isted, he said-the real problem
Raj in India.
was Jndimnationalism-but that didn't
stop Englmd from focusing ,o much blood
Mmh pointed out that British poli,
cies and way, <ithinlcing about the region
md treasure on the Afghanfrontier that,
by the 1920,, fully 59 percent of the India,
essentially remained in place even after the
British left India. For example. he said, one
budget was devoted to it.
Also, the British believed the local
argument forwar ded before independence
was that the British were failing to con,
Pashtun population was innately md
trol the Pashtun tribes because the British
unchangingly violent-'�he most violent
weren'tMuslim. So, when the British left
people in India;• said Marsh-mdnaeded
and Pakistm took over the region,it wu
to be controlled thr<>ugh a uniquely high
level of state,,mctione d violence. Of course. assumed that because the Palcistmis were
the British could not control the Pashtun,, Muslim,they could control the Pashtun,.
The current unrest in Palcistm is proof that
md the North-West Frontier Province also
PWsun•s continued adherences to British
be:ame an exercise in fr ustration.
conceptions of the frontier and use of the
The British obse ..ion with the Afghm
s,rne method, of subduing it have failed.
frontier persisted all the way to Indian
''This is the ume. ungovernable area
independence in 19-47.Marsh said it was
this unwavering fixation that surprised him
where the Taliban is based toda)I"Marsh
said .
most while researching the book-that the
British, even while faced with real threats
Mmh sai d he wrote the book for both
elsewhere, remained furnlyrooted in their
academic, md for the public at large.
"While its m academic monogr aph md
Victorim. 19th centur}\mode of thinking
toward m area and a people that, while
follows the line of professional historian,,
problematic, posed no e>istential threat to
it is also mitten in readable, narrative style
that straddle, both popular and academic
their rule in India.
Rampo:rts •fEmpm-which begm life as histor)I" he said.
Rampo:rts •fEmpve: Brit/$/ Imperialism
Mardi, dissertation in 2009-traces the tra,
jectory of this imperial obsession by offering and IndiasA,ihan Fr,ntin, 1918-1948is
a cultur al md p oliti,c,l study that ex,rnine,
available online.
the power and influence of this belief about
the importmce of this region in India in
general and thefrontier in particular. The

Tembo Book Goes Global
ByAmela Brost

Hundred, ofhigh-,chool student, ,cro"
the Atlantic will soon have a Bridgewater
College profe.,or to thankfor their book
reports. Mwiz""S" Tembo, 2005 novel 'Ihe
Bridgewas recently approved for the nation
al English literature and English language
,jilabi for grade,
IO through 12 in
hi, home country
of Zambia.
Tembo, a soci-
ology profe.,or
at Bridgewater,
received hi,
formal approval
letter from the
southern Africm
country, Min
istry ofEducation. Science.
Vocational Training andEarlyEducation on
April 10.
The bookearned an 84 percent approval
ratingfor use as a supplemental text because
ofits li terary device, and themes of love.
racism, cross--culrural relationship s md
poverty.
"There is adequate use of suspense,meta-
phor,, similet symbolism, irony and many

other device, which (allow) the reader to
ade quately appreciate and follow the stor}I°'
wrote James Chilufya, chief curriculum
specialist for the ministry.
Zambia has a population of 14.6million
and over 66 percent of the country is 24
year, old or younger, ,ccording to the CIA
World Factbook. English is an official lan
guage for education and businest but only
commonly spoken by about 1.7 percent of
the country, population,
For his book. Tembo said, he wanted to
examine globalization and multiculturalism
in the modem da}\ similar to how Chinua
Achebe explored colonialism in late 19th
and early 20th century Nigeriain hi, classic
novel 'Ihings Fall Apart.
"I think my inspiration is the deep respe c t
that I have for African culture." Tembo said.
Tembo hail, from the Tumbuka people in
eastem Zambia in a village that he said was
''heaven onEarth:' He remembers growing
up around multiple generation, of family and frtendt tending t o livestockin the
morning, before hi, uncle would take him
to school.
He received hi, b,chelor', degree in soci
ology and psychology from the University
of Zambia in 1976and moved to the U.S. in

1990, Sincethen,hehas taught sociology at
Bridgewater. For the last nine yem, he has
used 'Ihe BrUgein hi, cultures of Africa and
anthropology classes.
The storyfollow, a romance be tween a
Zambian man and a Northern Irish woman.
from their first face --to--face encounter to
their relocation to the mm•s home countty.
Tembo said he wanted to make the book
"international" in order to form conne:tions
between people of different b,ckground,.
The novel', fi r st edition was ,elf-pub
lishe d and only available in Zambia, Tembo
said. but through the Internet he was able to
use 'Ihe Bridge in hi, own classes.
Tembo, New York-based publisher, Linus
Publications, will begin filling order, for
more books in Zambian classroom,. Jay
Herath. the company, vice president, said
that although Linus primarily publishes
educational materialt this is the first case of
one ofitsnovels being requestedfor te,ch
ing purchase, on a large ,cale.
'Ihis article was 01'iginally publ�edApil
16, 2015 in the Daily News-Record.Har
ris•nbu,g, 17,z,

McFadden Publishes second Book
Continuing to travel the publishingpath
in his retirement. Dr. Robert McFadden.
the Anna B. Mow
Profe"or Emeri
tus of Religion at
Bridgewater Col
lege,has released
hi, second book.
Cdleeted Writ
ings •n Pacifism
PM:::tr(.»f
andju,t War:
w.,.
the
War and Peace
Ra><rt
in the Nuclear
Age, focuses on
an interest that
McFadden has pursued throughout hi, life.
Reared in a p,cifist home and denominai,r,.

tion. he became interest.!d in international
relations, the national interests of nations
and the response, of Christian churches to
war and peace issues.
When McFadden was in high school,
he attended a church-,pon sored Youth
Citizens Seminar in Washington. D. C ..
and New York City. In college, he became
the first major in a new Peace Studies
program at Manchester Universit}\ and in
seminary and graduate school he directed
and participated in three In ternational
Student Work Campsin Em ope. McFad,
dells dissertation at Boston University was
''Nuclear Pacifism v,. Nuclear Realism:'
C.lleeted Writing, •n Pacifism andfast
War is an anthology ofMcFadden, writ-

ingsthat emerged over the year,. The first
essay documents the differences between
nonresistance, nonviolence md vocationli
p,cifism. The second e"ay spotlight, the
significance of nuclear p,cifism. Additional
essay, reflect the author', growing interest
in thejust war traditions of the Christian
church as they were interpreted in the
nuclear age.
"These e"ayt" said McFadden, "not only
reflect my various views on war md peace
issue� but also reflect those isruesin the
ecumenical Christian church today. They
continue to have value and relevmce in the
21st century:•
The booki, available online.
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Scholarship Appreciation Luncheon

ABOVE, LEFT TO
RIGHT: Morgan Bender
'16, Samantha Saylor
'16, Doris Metzler
Ulrich, Dale Ulrich and
Kelsey Limbert '16.

T

The Scholarship Appreciation Luncheon honoring the Col
lege's donors and the student recipients of those scholarships
was held on Saturday, February 28, 20 l S in the Kline Campus
Center. Hosted by President David W Bushman, chis fifth an
nual event was the largest ever with 266 donors and students
in attendance.
Dr. Maureen Silva, vice president for institutional advancement, welcomed the attendees and emphasized
the connection between our students and
(This event)"demonstrates to the
donors, saying that chis event "demonstrates to
entire Bridgewater community the
the entire Bridgewater community the value
value that Bridgewater places on
chat Bridgewater places on supporting our
students, the talent chat we have in our student
supporting our students, the talent
body, and the partnership we have with our
that we have in our student body,
many generous donors."
and the partnership we have with
Morgan Bender '16, a nutrition and wellness
major and family and consumer sciences and
our many generous donors'.'
cultural studies double minor from Grant
-DR. MAUREEN SILVA, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT
ville, Pa., spoke on behalf of the scholarship
recipients, saying, "I believe I speak for all of
the students here today when I say chat we are especially grateful for the financial aid from the College and scholarship
sponsors. Without your funding, our Bridgewater experience would be very different. I feel like a broken record, but I
cannot give you enough thanks. You are truly making our futures possible through your support."
Samantha Saylor '16, a nutrition and wellness major from Berryville, Va., spoke about her experience as a recipient of a
Martin Summer Research Institute grant in 2014. Samantha said, " ...being here has given me the great opportunity that
not all undergraduate students get, and that is undergraduate research ... I would like to thank Dr.Tracy Deem for her
help, all the donors who make undergraduate research possible and to again thank everyone for making it possible for
us to attend a school like Bridgewater." Samantha presented her research poster and presentation materials in the KCC
lobby after the luncheon.
A trombone quartet composed ofTerrance Chambers 'l 5, Adam Kelly '17, Philip Stone '16 and Jonathon Wilson '17
performed musical selections in a celebration of the student talent enjoyed at Bridgewater. One of the pieces, "Shenan
doah:' was an original arrangement by Jonathon Wilson, and "Caprice " was arranged by Dr. Larry Taylor, chair of the
department of music.
Dr. Bushman addressed the group, weaving together the tapestry of the undergraduate research experience and scholar
ship in the pursuit of excellence in all that is done at Bridgewater College. He emphasized the legacy and tradition of
scholarship at the College and the wonderful support from donors and friends chat enables the College's endowment to
grow and remain strong. He especially thanked all the donors, those in attendance and those that could not be present,
for all they do for Bridgewater College.

fl

We want to hear from you! Have a new address, email or phone number? Send us an email at alumnews@bridgewater.edu
and update your information.
Join our on line community at bridgewateralumni.com
Connect with us on Facebook by liking the Bridgewater College-Office of Alumni Relations page: facebook.coml

bridgewatercollegealumni
Join the Bridgewater College Alumni group on Linked In: linkedin.com/groups/Bridgewater-College-Alumni-1434807
Follow President Bushman on Twitter at twitter.com/presbushman
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classreunions

Alumni Weekend-April 18, 2015

Class of 1945
ROW 1 :Anna Mae Will, Miriam
Spangler Martindale, Miriam
Mason Holl
ROW 2: Emmert Bittinger, Jesse
Robertson

Class of 1950

ROW 1: Margaret Faulkner Hom, Kitty Funkhouser Armstrong, Elaine Skelton Fike, Nancy
Garst Trout ROW 2: Harold Armstrong, Allen Cla gue Jr., Charles Geil

Email your news on births, deaths,
marriages, job changes, achievements, etc.,
to alumnews@bridgewater.edu

Login to bridgewateralumni.com
Or' mail to

Office of Alumni Relations,
College Box 40, Bridgewater College, Bridgewater,
VA 22812
Remember to include your name, maiden
name, class year, spouse's name and class year
if applicable, mailing address, phone and email
address. Please avoid using abbreviations and
limit your submissions to 75 words or less.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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1953
DR, OTIS D. KITCHEN of Lan
caster, Pa., and professor of music
emeritus of Elizabethtown College,

received the Lifetime Achievement
award from the Phi Beta Mu Inter
national Bandmasters Fraternity at
the annual conference in Hershey,
Pa., on March 26. He also was
appointed to the internationa I
studies committee at the American
Bandmasters Association conven
tion in Reno, Nev., on March 6.

1956
BEN BEYDLER, co-founder and
first president of the Bridgewater
Historical Society, stepped down
from his leadership role with the
organization in January. Beydler, a
native of the town of Bridgewater,

served as the society's president
for nearly three years, a period
in which he helped establish a
town museum on Main Street and
grow membership by nearly 500
percent. He turned the reins over
to co-founder Sharon Lawrence
Kline ' 62.

1962
SHARON LAWRENCE KLINE
of Bridgewater, Va., assumed the
presidency of the Bridgewater
Historical Society in January,
replacing outgoing president Ben
Beydler '56. Kline, a co-founder of
the society for the preservation of
the town of Bridgewater's history,
said one of her goa Is is to record
the stories of townspeople and
establish a program schedule for
the year.

: c I assn ot es

1976

1990

SCOTT and DIAIIE FORTIIEY
RICHARDS'78 of lbwlingG,een,

LEIGH All HE WILLETT LAIIGS
TOH !;eephotoonthispage)

Va., own a vineya rd. In additbn,
Dia re is t 1-e sc 1-ool so:ial worker
for Fredericks bu ig City Schools.

1994

1978

Scott Richards 761.

"Layre"have tl-eir first c hik::I, a
daughter, Kayte Kelly"Kay K," born
Dec. 3. The fam ily lives in Nashville,
Tenn.

1980

1996

DIAHE FORTH EV RICHARDS (,ee

CAROLYN HAAG ofWeaverville,

N.C., is developi ngand im plemem
irg a case mancgement prcgram
for Blue Ri:lge BoneandJoim-Or
tl-opedic Su�ons.

1981
KEVIII BLACK was elected on Feb.

In Moy 2014,Lei}h Anne WHlettLangston '90eamed a masterof ed001t;,n ;,
teachi>g and OOrnhg, wirt, hi)h distinction, rt,rough LbeTt'j Chhtersicy. She
speci:llizes;, educatbnal t«hnology a,donline i>stTu:.tbn.UergooI is o;,
helpteachers usethe te(hnology in rheclas510om ,roviiir,g le550n pbns
and eGming !,()fra,.a,e. She Wes in Toano, \a., with herhu!band, Tin, and !,Or,,
Uunter.

t,,

1964

DR. DAii lEL W. BLY, assistant

professorof his10ry emeritus at
BricgewaterCollege, had an artice, "Who is Paul l'Yesserschmidt?"
published in theJanuary 2015 is
sue of Printing Hisvry, the journal
of tl-e AmerCan Printing History
Asso:iation. � also has taught
two cou rsesforJames IYedison
Universitys Lifelong Learnirg
lnstitu1e-"From the Rhine to the
Shenandoah;'durirgthe spnrgof
2014, and"T he History of the Jew
ish Comm unity in the Shenandoah
Valley;'durirgthe spnngof2015.

1966

PAUL HATCHERof Stau mon,
Va ., was in:::lucted intotl-e Virginia
Spo"s Hall of Fame inApril. Peti,ed
as the winnirgest basket tall coach
inVirgi nia Hi gh School league
history, he was p,evbusly inducted
imo the BricgewaterCollege Ath-

letic Hall of Fame, the R.E. Lee Hgh
School Hall School Hall of Fame,
the Virginia Hgh School Hall of
Fame and the National Hgh School
Athletic Co..:hes Hall of Fame.

ROBERT H ILDEBRAII D has
been pio moted to chef operat ing
offi:erfor APMTerminals, Cai Mep
ln1ernatbnalTerminal in Soutl-ern
Vietnam, APM is pa" of the AP
Moller-Maersk Group.

25 by theVirginia General As,em
bly to succeed Judge William H.
Legan Jr. as Juvenile and Cbmestic
Pelations J ucge for the 26th Ju&
cial Cilcu it, His term tegins Ju ly 1.

1987

KYLE GILLEHWATER has been
named CEfensive coordinal:lrfor
the football prcg,am at Furman
University. He was OC's lineba:kers
coach durirgthe 2014 ,eason after
serving as the CEfensive coon::lin&
tor at James l\ladison University for
five seasons.

ERIII KELLY BROWH and Kevin

MARC LESLIE (see photo below)

1998
JOAH HE HARRIS and Jessica Duff

were married Nov. 8. Tl-e coupe
lives in Stau mon, Va., an:::I has a
five-year-old ,on, Jabari.

JESSICA !POCK BARTOSHESKY

of Mount Juliet, Tenn., is e:::lucator relations coon::linal:lrat KHS
America, workirg with tl-e market
irg departmem to help guide and
s�arhea:::I marketirginitBtives
for m usic e:::lucators. Sl-e eame:::1
a jazz �rforman:e certifica1e at
Berklee College of Mu sic in B::>ston.
She managed Music & A"s ,etail
stores before t@nsitionirgimothe
educational siCE of the bu siress
becomirg an e:::lucatbnal repre
sentative servicirg sch::ol districts
infour states. She also prh@tely
taught sax:opl-ore, pianoan:::I
m ust theory. She al,o worked with

1971
A teacl-erat Eastern rY'enoonite
School for 30 years, BAR BARA

SIMMOHS GAUTCHERofHarri

sonburg, Va., was named the 2014
Virginia A" Educator of the 'rear by
theVirginia Art 6:::lucation Asso:ia
tion. H2rViOrk, abrg with pieces
by eig ht of her former students,
was exhibited at the Spitzer A"
Center inJanuary 2015.

LEFT TO RIGHT:Ma,,: Leslie '96 andhis wfe, Liz Ko/onay, traveledtoJapan in
Sepremberfora 10-dattrip. Whil.? there, rhecouple metthreeformerBridge
warerCfJll.?geJapane!leexchange swients;, Sapporo: Miholt> UaFada,Motoe
Wa'<iand Yuke SU}imoro .
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mclassreunions
Ahmmi Weekend-April18, 2015

Class of 1955

ROW 1: Doris Niswander
Albaugh, Eleanor Lockridge
Bowman, Pat Richardson
Creange, Betty Halterman Kline
ROW 2: Paige Will, Wallace
Ha tcher

the Light up the Queen Founda
tion that provided schools with
used instruments.

2000

JOHN JAVELLE and Karla Calde
ron were married Jan. 15, 2014.
Their son, Julian, was born Jan. 13,
2015. John is a police officer with
the Metropolitan Police Depart
ment in Washington, D.C. The
family lives in Alexandria, Va.

2003

KIM WOODRING LE E and Aaron
have their second daughter, Emery
Paige, born Oct. 24. The family lives
in Richmond, Va.

2004

BRET COLBERT and Allison have
their first child, a son, Charles Mil
ton, born Nov. 22. The family lives
in Greensburg, Pa.

ISAAC and ANGELA AVERSA
COLBERT '06 have a daughter,
Khoi Ivory, born March 4. Isaac is
an emergency communications
specialist for the U.S. government
Terri Baker '01 and Jerome Miller
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and Angel is a perinatal sonographer for a private, high-risk
obstetric office. The family, which
also includes two other daughters,
Kylee and Kenzi, lives in Damascus,
Md.

2006

TISHA MOATS CAPRIANI and
MATT CAPRIANI '07 have a son,
Sullivan James, born Feb. 4. The
family lives in Fincastle, Va.

ANGELA AVERSA COLBERT (see
Isaac Colbert '04).
In September, DR. SARAH EVANS
of Fredericksburg, Va., threw out
the ceremonial first pitch to catch
er Steven Souza at the Nationa Is
baseball game against the Atlanta
Braves. She is a project leader for
communication research at Fors
Marsh Group. She earned an M.A.
in health communication from
Wake Forest University and a Ph.D.
in persuasion and social influence
from the University of Maryland at
College Park. (see page 21 for more
on Evans)

MELISSA LYONS JOHNSON and

cl assnotes

Class of 1960
ROW 1: Peggy WHkinsKi>g,
Lois Miler Ki>zie, R:nSqui'es
frlmpton,AlmaSue Webster
Sparks,SueB(.l'kholderBrONn
ROW2:0Jrt>yTusi>gSmmons,
JoyceF<zwarer Sm<h
ROW 3:FomstCollier, /io,vard
MiNer, Ralph frlmpfDn, Richard
Rader, Ted Hallxk, Ji'avisBTo.MJ

poem, "September's Onslaught;'
pl,ced secord in Aust@lia's Fbetry
Sans Frontier es contest. She was
seected for Best o f the Festival
top 12 ot Bridgewater College's
International Poetry Festival for her
poem,"Papa, Tse Kholodno'' (Fspa,
It's Cold).

is a school social worker.

KATH ERIIIE HEATH IAWSOll of
Roaooke, Va ., is hea:::I women's vol
leyball coach ot f-bllins University.

2007
TERRI BAKER ard Jerome Miller
were marrie::I July 27, 2014. Terri is
an aca:::lemic counselor at tl-e Uni
versity of California at San Oieg:i.
The cou pie lives in San Oego,
MATT CAPRIAll I (see Tisha Moots

Capriani '05).

2008
MEAGHAll MC HEAL ard DaneI

MeQ}han McNeal'CJJ aid Dane/
Brosey

Brem have their second �n, Liam
Mi:hael, born Jan . 8. The family
lives in Easton, Md., where Melissa

Beasley were marrie::I Oct. 25.
Meaghan is pursuing a second
bachelo(sdeg,ee in bbmedical
scien:e at the University of South
Florida.The couple lives inTampa,
Fla.
In June, JESSICA POWERS par
t i cipated in AIDS/LifeCycle 2015, a
7-day 545-mile bike ri:le from San
Francisco to Los Ang?les to raise
morey and awaieress to fight
i
aga nst HIV/AIDS.

Nioo/e Yur<t1ba '09

2009

1

JOHii C. and ROBYII HAWKIIIS
HARRIS '10 have theirfi rst chil::I,

Ryker Alan, born Oct. 21. The fami ly lives in Stuarts Draft, Va.

NICOLE YU RCABA of Mathias,
W.Va., had her poems"Dirt Beneath
tl-e Fing?rnails;"'1942"an:::l"Mar
ichka" published in the Southern
Women� R evieward The Tish
man Review. In January, Nico e's

2010
ROBYll HAWKIIIS HARRIS (.,e

John C . Harris '00).

11 ICHOIAS SIRICA of Kooxville,
Tenn ., is pursuing a Ph.D. in physics
at the University ofTenressee.

2011
TARA STIPE BARHESand Bran

don have a daughter, Elizabeth
Jane, born Feb. 12, 2014. Tara
earred an M.A. in American history
from the Uni versity of Memphis
in May 2014. The family lives in
Ruckersville, Va.

ABBY SPEIICER HERIILEY and
Tyler have a daughter, Spen:er Joy,
born June 26. Abby is member ser
vices training an:::I quality co ntrol
manager for Northwest Federal

BRIDGEWATER
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Class of 1965
ROW 1:Nathan H. Miller, Ann Weyant Baker, Susie Long Jones, Suzanna Weimer

Vanderveer, Virgil Klepper, Mabel Lou Wakeman Weiss, Marylou Hobbs, Vicky
Nichols Guenther, Reba Walker McBride, Phyllis Clower Wilson, Chad J. Edwards,
Ellen K. Layman, Judy Hayslett Hatcher, Patricia Kline Grady
ROW 2: Ralph MacPhail, C. David Jones, Ramona Shirkey Evans, Becky Warner
Wenger, Wanda Randall Ferrell, Dorothy Schmoyer Harshbarger, Shirley Long
Hollen, Roger M. Seale, Nancy Smith Snyder, Becky A. Weeks, Mary Jean Simpson
Cole, Jane C. Kennedy, Sue Miller Patterson

Credit Union. The family lives in
Sterling, Va.

GARRET T HU GHES and MEGAN
ROBERTS '13 have a daughter,
Avery Ann Hughes, born Feb. 2.
Garrett and Megan live in Culpep
per, Va.

DUSTIN LENTZ and TAYLOR
BARRY were married Aug. 30.
Dustin is a physical therapist with a
local clinic, and Taylor is a physical
therapy assistant in a rehabilita
tion hospital and serves as athletic
trainer for a local high school. The
couple lives in Harrisburg, Pa.

2012
ELIZABETH BARLEY of Win
chester, Va., earned an M.S. degree
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ROW 3: Mary Coffman Early, D. Miller Davis, James Kirby, Ralph Petcher, Brydon
DeWitt, Charlie Scott, Brenda Deyerle Lipscomb, Bev Wallich Blatchford, Danielle
Le Goff Greene, Charlie Strickler, Allan K. Cole, Jim S. Replogle, Jim H. Benson
ROW 4:John Glick, Sue Botkin, Loyal Vanderveer, Carl Allender, Dan Williams,
Sam Wampler, Doug Shear, Dick McGuffin, Willard Hunt, Ralph Hicks, Bob Pat
terson, Larry White, Robert Nida
ROW 5: Andy Griffith, Bill Hutton, Phillip C. Stone, David Fondelier

in secondary education from
Shenandoah University (SU). She
teaches seventh-grade U.S. history
in the Frederick County Public
Schools, and she is serving as
house manager for SU's Summer
Music Theater.

TOM MYE "TJ" BU TLER Ill of
Front Royal, Va., and his girlfriend,
Alex Boyce, have a son, Carson
Bryce Butler, born Jan. 12.
ANN KOMARA of Harrisonburg,
Va., and a fifth-grade teacher
at Ottobine Elementary School,
received the 2015 Smart/Maher
VFW National Citizenship Educa
tion Teacher award for grades K-5.
She also won the state and district
awards. Focusing on veterans and

active duty service members, Ann's
students completed numerous
service projects, including raising
$600 for the Wounded Warrior
Project.

2013
MEGAN ROBERTS (see Garrett
Hughes '11).

Memorials
RUTHANNA FOARD '40 of Charlottesville, Va., died Nov. 21, at the
age of 96. She earned a master's
degree in education from the
University of Virginia and taught
fifth grade at Suffolk Elementary
School. She was votedTeacher
of the Year in Suffolk and Nansemond County School System. In
retirement, she organized a private
school for the mentally disabled in
Suffolk and tutored unmotivated
students to achieve.

RUBY ALBERTA HOCKMAN
GROSSNICKLE '42 of Burkittsville,
Md., died March 2, at the age of
95. After attending Bridgewater
College and graduating from Shepherd University, she taught at Parkway Elementary School and retired
in 1980. She was an active member
of the Church of the Brethren,
which she joined atTearcoat near
Augusta, W.Va. before transferring
to the Pleasant View Church of the
Brethren.

OLIN PAUL SIPLE '42 of Covington, Va., died March 13, at the age
of 93.He was a member of the
U.S. Navy stationed in the Pacific
theater.He taught, coached and
served as principal of Valley High
School for a number of years and
retired from Boys'Home of Virginia.
He was a member of Emmanuel
Episcopal Church and was inducted into the Bridgewater College
AthleticHall of Fame in 1996.He is
survived by his wife, Mary.

THE REV. JAMES CHRISTOPHER
BOITNOTT '44 of Nashville,Tenn.,
and formerly of Rockwood,Tenn.,
died Jan. 5, at the age of 96.He

earned a bachelor of divinity
degree from BethanyTheological
Seminary in Chicago.He was a retired Church of the Brethren pastor,
serving congregations in Somerset,
Pa., Rockford, Ill., Middlebury, Ind.
and Monroeville, Pa.He was a
member of the Somerset Church of
the Brethren.

CHARLES B. REUBUSH JR. '49
ofHarrisonburg, Va., died March
17, at the age of 88.He served in
the U.S. Navy during World War
II.He was a bacteriologist for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
with the Virginia Regional Poultry
Diagnostic Lab.He was a member
of First Presbyterian Church.He
enjoyed traveling, golfing, hunting
and gardening.He is survived by
his wife, the former Fay Jaynes '49.

BOBBY WAKEFIELD GOODEN
'50 of Elkton, Va., died March 20, at
the age of 88. A member of the U.S.
Army during World War II, he was
stationed in occupied Japan and
was classified as an atomic veteran.
He owned and operated B.W.
Gooden, Building Contractor and
built many homes and businesses
in the valley.He was a member
of the Elkton United Methodist
Church.He is survived by his wife,
Carolyn.

GAYNELL WAMPLER SAYRE '51
of Bridgewater, Va., died Feb. 24,
at the age of 90. She retired as an
administrative assistant in 1991
from the Bridgewater Church of
the Brethren, where she was a
member. She is survived by her
husband, John ' 51.

VALLEY PENCE BAKER '52 of

Weyers Cave, Va., died March 24,
at the age of 94.He was a member
of the Mill Creek Church of the
Brethren. A Civil War enthusiast,
he used his meta I detector to
search for relics in Civil War camps
and battlefields.He was a charter
member of the Valley Players and
was an actor in many plays at the
BarterTheatre.He retired from
Baker Brothers in Staunton after 30
years of service.

FREDERICK B. "FRED" PENCE
'55 ofHarrisonburg, Va., died Jan.
30, at the age of 81.He served
in the U.S. Armed Forces for two
years before becoming a football
and basketball coach at MontevideoHigh School.He received
a master of mathematics degree
at James Madison University and
was named the State MathematicsTeacher of theYear in 1983.He
retired from Rockingham County
Public Schools in 1996 and continued teaching calculus at JMU
for seven years.He was inducted
into the BC AthleticHall of Fame in
2002.He was a member of Cooks
Creek Presbyterian Church.He is
survived by his wife, Carolyn.

MONA VIVIAN BROSS HYLTON
'56 of Fieldale, Va., died Jan. 4, at
the age of 79. She enjoyed music
and sewing for her family and
friends. She is survived by her husband of 60 years, ClydeHylton ' 55.

RUTH WINNIE DRAKE LINN
'56 ofTampa, Fla., died Feb. 17.
She taught school in Virginia for
several years before moving to
Erie, Pa., where she taught first
grade in MillcreekTownship and

was a member of the Church of the
Brethren. She enjoyed roses, crafts,
reading, baking, sewing, gardening
and children.

GLENN L. HULVEY '57 of Waynesboro, Va., died Jan. 26, at the age of
77.He served in the U.S. Air Force
Reserves.He joined the staff at DuPont in 1957 and retired from the
personnel department in 1992.He
played semi-professional baseball
in the Valley League and played
and managed the DuPont softball
team.He was a member of the
Waynesboro Main Street United
Methodist Church.He is survived
by his wife of 55 years, Doris.
DR. ANNE HAYNES PRICE FIKE
'57 of La Verne, Calif., died July
17, 2014, at the age of 78. She
earned a Ph.D. in psychology from
the University of California/Irvine.
A licensed marriage and family
therapist, she practiced with Saddleback Pediatric Medical Group
for 15 years. She volunteered with
the Church of the Brethren's ChiIdren's Disaster Services providing
leadership in training and childcare
response. She was involved with
the formation of the Church of the
Brethren's Ministry of Reconciliation Practitioner Network program.
In 2006, she received the WestWhitelow Award from Bridgewater
College. She is survived by her
husband, the Rev. Earle Fike Jr. ' 51.

ERVE WESLEY"JOE" KIDD 111 '65
of Chilhowie, Va., died Dec. 28, at
the age of 73.He was a member of
the Macedonia Baptist Church.He
is survived by his wife of 43 years,
Barbara.
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THE HON. JOHN BROOKS
CURRY II '66 ofWaynesboro,
Va., died Feb. 1, at the age of 70.
He earned a juris doctorate from
Memphis State University. In 1980,
he became a Virginia Juvenile and
Domestic Relations District Court
Judge and served on the bench for
23 years. For six of those years, he
served as chief judge of the 25th
Judicial Circuit that serves Waynes
boro, Staunton and Augusta
County, Va. He retired from the
bench in 2003. Most recently, he
worked as founder and CEO of Blue
Ridge Mediation. He is survived by
his wife, Theresa.

GALE KATHLEEN MYERS '66
of Lewes, Del., died Feb. 22, after
many years of declining health.
She was 70. She spent nearly
40 years working for the federaI
government. She began her career

during the Kennedy administration
at the U.S. Department of the Navy
and later moved to the Federal
Aviation Administration.While
working for the FFA, she lived in
Alaska for several yea rs. She was a
veteran of the U.S. Naval Reserves.

DARLENE MARGARET MYERS
POLLARD '70 of Alexandria, Va.,
died May 30, 2011, from battling
uterine cancer. She worked for the
U.S. Department of the Navy for
36 years and retired in 2002. She is
survived by her husband, Norman.

TERRY C. HILLERICH '72 of
Arlington, Va., died Jan. 24, at the
age of 65. He is survived by his wife
of 37 years, Judy.
WILLIAM CLAUDE "BILL'' SIPLE
'74 of Clifton Forge, Va., died Feb.
20, at the age of 63. He was em
ployed by the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers for 34 years as the facil
ity manager at Gathright Dam. He
was a member of the Clifton Forge
Presbyterian Church. He served
on the board of the Alleghany
County Recreation Department
and coached numerous area sports
teams. He is survived by his wife of
40 years, Brenda.

syndrome. He was 42. He was the
website promotions coordinator
for Crutchfield Corporation. He was
a deacon and home group leader
of Christ Community Church in
Charlottesville. He had a passion
for craft beer, coffee roasting and
photography. He is survived by his
wife, Heidi.

KAREN KAYE JONES-MCDON
ALD '86 of Sterling, Va., died Jan.

ANDREW STEVEN TRAYLOR, a

4, at the age of 54. She worked in
the defense industry for nearly 30
years with what is now a division
of Lockheed Martin in Northern
Virginia. She played in volleyball
leagues, as well as serving as a
referee. She is survived by her
husband, David.

freshman computer science major
from Staunton, Va., died in a car ac
cident on March 18. He is survived
by his parents, Steve and Pamela
Traylor of Staunton.

DAVID RUSSELL HUTSON '95
of Charlottesville, Va., died Feb.
12, from cardiac and respiratory
complications arising from Marfan
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Share Fair Nation is returning to Bridgewater
College for the second year in a row!

OCTOBER

10, 2015
BRIDGEWATER
C OLLEG E

Join us for a day of hands-on, minds-on
adventures. Share Fair Nation is a FREE, two
part event featuring:
• Classroom intensives for educators. Select
from a variety of professional development
workshops and earn recertification points.
• The Share Fair Learning Lab for learners of
all ages. Students, families and community
members are invited to enjoy a free expo of
interactive, hands-on projects.

Learn more and sign up to
receive updates:
bridgewater.edu/ShareFairNation
ShareFairNation@bridgewater.edu

